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SYNOPSIS

Starting with a simple question as to whether the hundred yuan note with Mao’s
portrait is pink, not the generally perceived red, the film’s exploration pushes
through, starting with looking up definitions in official documents, color analysis
using a computer, researching red in traditional Chinese culture, and red as a
symbol of communism. Later, the researches intersect with the historical, political,
and cultural context in which the color pink has become, all the while fixating at
Mao the icon.
(Text by MONMA Takashi)
Why do we see certain colours even when they aren’t there? Chinese director
Tang Han meticulously analyses the 100 Yuan bill, which carries a portrait of Mao
Zedong, and finds that – despite official representations and general perception –
the note is pink rather than red. In a serious tone and colourful, merry images she
also casually upsets any number of other entrenched notions about digitalization,
globalization, capitalism and gender.
(Text by Borjana Gaković)

DIRECTOR’S NOTES
In 1999, shortly before the accession of China to the World Trade Organization,
the People’s Bank of China issued the fifth edition of Renminbi banknotes,
which are still in use. For the first time, a single portrait of Mao Zedong is
featured on every denomination of Renminbi banknotes. The color tone of the
largest denomination bill (100-Yuan) has been changed to a bright pink, in stark
contrast to its greyish predecessor. Despite the fact that the 100-Yuan bill is
actually pink, the People’s Bank of China officially claimed it was “red” and the
bill is jokingly known as the “red grandpa Mao”. Pink is often stereotyped as
a “feminine color”, while the male leader’s portrait is supposed to represent a
strong masculine character, hence the juxtaposition of “Pink” and the “Leader’s
Portrait” on Renminbi banknotes is worthy of further investigation. On the other
hand, as digital payment methods gradually replace cash payments, banknotes
are becoming “invisible”. Interwoven with contemporary everyday images and
historical materials, this film contextualizes and discusses the representation of
the Mao-portrait on the banknotes and the crisis it is experiencing in the digital
age.

REVIEWS
Jury’s comments of “Award for Excellence” at 34th Image Forum Festival
This essay film takes an interesting and unusual point of view of the color on the Chinese hundred yuan
note to raise various questions on authority, stereotypes, and other historical and modern issues. Instead
of digging in academic statements or official documents, TANG conducts her research more widely from
linguistics, pop culture, gender identity, art history, consumerism then into digital age crisis. These materials
may seem not so relevant or connected but through this well presented work we can almost perceive the
young generation’s perspectives and concerns towards future society and new digital world.
(WONG Veronica)
http://www.imageforumfestival.com/2020/en/archives/2736

64th International Leipzig Festival for Documentary and Animated Film
https://www.dok-leipzig.de/en/film/pink-mao/programm
https://www.dok-leipzig.de/en/news/congratulations-winners-golden-and-silver-dove

FESTIVALS / AWARDS
2021
2021
2020

Silver Dove Award, German Competition, 64th International Leipzig Festival for Documentary and Animated Film, Leipzig, Germany
38th Kassel Documentary Film and Video Festival, Kassel, Germany
Award for Excellence, East Asian Experimental Competition, 34th Image Forum Festival, Tokyo, Japan

ABOUT THE FILM

What was the driver for you to produce this work?
The initial driver was what is going in China today. While I have lived in Germany for 9 years. I go back to China once a year to
meet my family and friends, but the experience is as if I am pressing the “fast-forward button into the new era”, given how China
has changed tremendously over the last few years including the disappearance of physical cash through the growing “cashless”
culture. I once went to a restaurant in a shopping mall in Shanghai and was rejected to pay 100 Yuan in cash—this was when I
realized the representation of Mao Zedong’s portrait is faced with a crisis.

I can see that with this work, you have directed it to signify the issues of color through a perspective
of representation and culture.
Slightly before 1999 when China joined the WTO, the People’s Bank of China printed a single portrait of Mao Zedong on all of the
fifth-generation bills and changed the color of the 100 Yuan bills from the old grey color to pink. Though in reality, people generally
consider the color of these bills as “red”, as demonstrated by a commonly used joke about calling them “Red Grandpa Mao”.
When I question people around me: “what color are the 100 Yuan bills?” They answer “red” as expected. I on the other hand
always saw pink in these bills and have been interested in why people saw the red, which led me to think that this is not about how
our eyes perceive colors but about the difference in ideology. In addition, I was also interested in gender issues and as gender is
often tied to colors, especially the stereotypical femininity with the color “pink”, I decided to incorporate this thinking to the piece.
For those from my generation or younger who did not experience the Mao era, the implication of Mao Zedong’s portrait is
completely different from that of the older generations. I am interested in learning what kind of new psychological implications will
come out of the near future. The sense of familiarity people feel towards existential image—those images that were unknowingly
provided by someone and existing in the everyday without even being questioned are one of the great interests I have always
had.
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Born in Guangzhou, China in 1989 and now based in Berlin.
She is a visual artist graduate of the Guangzhou Academy of Fine Arts (BA) and Berlin
University of Arts (MA), who works with a range of media including film, video, installation
and painting. Her artistic practice revolves around questions of representation and
meaning, which are rooted in her observations of everyday life and social realities. Her film
PINK MAO, won the Award for Excellence at 34th Image Forum Festival in Tokyo (2020)
and the Silver Dove Award in the German Competition at 64th International Leipzig Festival
for Documentary and Animated Film in Leipzig (2021).
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